
New Zealand Mortgage Solutions is pleased to announce that we have partnered with the worlds most trusted 
currency expert XE Money Transfer to assist our clients that are transferring funds internationally. 

Sending money around the world can be expensive, time consuming, and complicated, especially if you’re relying 
on your bank. But XE has changed all that with XE Money Transfer, the easy, quick and affordable alternative for 
both individuals and businesses.

As one of the original dot coms, they helped kick start the online revolution.  So whether you’re sending money to 
friends or family, starting a new life abroad or expanding your business overseas, why not put them to the test and 
see how much you could save?

For more information on the XE money transfer service please contact your New Zealand Mortgage Solutions 
advisor who will arrange a no obligation call from our foreign exchange partner XE money transfer or contact 
Simon or Marcus directly

XE is the worlds trusted currency authority used by 300+ million people a year

XE Money Transfer are fee FREE

With no minimum or maximum transfer amounts XE can help you to send funds internationally

Opening an account online with XE Money Transfer is FREE and takes less than 5 minutes

XE Money Transfer Introduction to New Zealand Mortgage Solutions

Marcus Phillips - Affiliate and Partnerships Director Australasia

        +64 9 905 4664             +64 27 250 9416            mphillips@xe.com

AUS Freephone:  1800 875 483

Simon Kelly - Affiliates and Partnerships Manager

        +64 9 306 3705             +64 21 906 855              simon.kelly@xe.com

AUS Freephone:  1800 875 483

XE Money Transfer exchange rates are better

We compared XE Money Transfer exchange rate with three major retail banks for a private client $300,000 
AUD/NZD transfer. Sharper exchange rates and no fees meant an XE Money Transfer client would be NZD 
$10,080 - $14,010 better off than with the other banks.

Comparison made on 15/03/18 at 13:56pm NZT.

NZD $321,600

NZD $311,520

NZD $308,010

NZD $307,590

NZD$10,080 less than XE

NZD$13,590 less than XE

NZD$14,010 less than XE
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